SCHULTZ: ATMOSPHERIC EFFECrS ON CRATERING EFFICIENCY

the effect of the impinging wake blast even at much greater

distances
fromthe projectile
(8.Srpfromtrajectory
axis)at
low and high Mach numbers. Consequently, energy and
momentum contained in the disturbed air trailing the
projectileshouldbe more than capableof excavatinga crater
in particulate targets analogousto transientjets [Land and
Clarke, 1965].
There are two ways to incorporate quantitatively the
possible effects of impactor-atmosphereinteractions on
cratering efficiency. The first approachestablishesa set of
dimensionlessindependentvariables required for similarity
between different impactor and atmosphericconditions and
then derives the scaling relations empirically. The second
approachincorporatesa model of the processthat modifies
the basic scalingrelationsalreadydiscussed;again, this is the
approachfollowedhere.The effectof the collidingwakegases
on crateringshoulddependon the degreeof couplingbetween
the impactorand gas at the time of impact.If alecoupledfrom
the impactor,the wake gas shouldmodify the environmental
scalingparameter(drag or pressureterms). Decoupledscaling

999

Consequently, the experimental data for impacts into
sand and pumice should show an augmentationin cratering
efficiency as back pressurescreated by the colliding wake
filling the transient cavity offset ambient atmospheric
pressure effects. In dimensionlessform, the effect of the
impacting wake alecoupled from the projectile can be
expressedby the following:
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Atmosphere-dependent
departuresnoted in Figure 11 now
emergeas trendsin Figure14. At low Mach numbers(Figure
14a), bothpumiceandsandexhibitenhancement
in cratering
efficiencycorrectedfor ambientpressureand drag effects
exceedingsomecritical threshold.At higher Mach numbers
(Figure 14b), equation(20b) was found to apply, as the

impingingwake near the projectilerequirestreatmentas a
compressible
gas.It shouldbe notedthat departures
from the
assumed
valuesof thedragcoefficientovera verybroadrange
will occur if the time of interaction between the air disturbance
and the target is long comparedwith impactor penetration of Reynoldsnumbersresultin a slightdownwardshift of data
in Figure 14b relativeto Figure 14a. Figure 14c considers
thereby creating a back pressure within the early time
high
Mach numbersat high atmospheric
densitieswith more
transient cavity. Low Mach numbers with a high-density
restricted
ranges
in
the
Reynolds
number,
therebyresultingin
atmosphereshouldfavor alecoupledscaling.If the impacting
nearly
the
same
drag
coefficient.
The
augmentationin
wake transfersits energy fast enough,it can be viewed as
cratering
efficiency
indicated
in
Figures
15a and 15b is
coupledto the projectile.The colliding air masschangesthe
conf•rmed
at
Re
-6,
but
there
appears
to
be
a decreaseat
energydensityof the impact,a situationlikely for high Mach
higher
values
of
the
wake
blast
parameter
(Re
-- 10). This
numbersand high-densityatmospheres.
could
reflect
a
systematic
change
in
y
due
to
ionization
or
For alecoupledscalingeffects,backpressures
createdby
could
indicate
a
change
from
the
alecoupled
to
coupled
scaling
the trailing wake involvesreplacingstatic ambientpressure
process.
Po in equation(6c) with the dynamicwakepressureProcreated
If the atmospheric
disturbance
is nowconsidered
coupled
in the cavity. Wake pressureshould depend on projectile
to
the
impactor,
then
the
resulting
change
in
energy
density
velocity and ambient atmospheric density. Supersonic
can
be
viewed
as
increasing
the
effective
radius
of the
projectiles (1 < M < 5) produce a subsonicwake "wind"
projectile.
This
perspective
is
based
on
previous
experiments
trailing at a velocity v(o, therebycreatinga dynamicpressure
1/2pv2to.
Thewakecolumn
behind
a hypersonic
projectile
(M involvingthe impactsof extremelylow-densityprojectiles
> 5), however, collides at supersonicvelocities. At large [Schultz and Gault, 1983, 1984]. For impactordensities
distancesfrom the projectile,as in Figure 12b, the gas can be

rangingfrom 10'4 g/cm
3 (extended
clusters)to10 g/cm
3

treatedas incompressible
andPta= PYM2, butcloseto (or (lead), crateringefficiencyfor impactsinto sandwas foundto
of impactordensityprovidedthat the actual
behind)the projectilethe collidingwake columnresemblesa be independent
impactor
radius
is usedin the •t2 term. For applicationhere,
hypersonicgas jet, a processexaminedby Land and Clarke
the
solid
impactor
radiusis replacedby theeffectiveradius(re)
[1965]. The balance of mass and momentum flux for such a
of the disturbedair. This radiuscanbe derivedby equatingthe
hypersoniccompressible
gas givesthe following expression
work expendedin slowingthe projectileto the work expended
necessaryfor similitude:
on
the air massas it decompresses
from the air capin front to
Po)= 1/2Po•7-1)Me
(19)
where y is the ratio of specific heats and M is the Mach
number. The transition from wake "wind" to wake "blast" can

re behindthe projectile.The secondlaw of thermodynamics
also requiresinclusionof any heat absorbedby the system,
e.g., by ionization,but this is neglectedfor discussionhere.

be inferredfrom projectile-less
impactexperiments
isolating The effective volume of the disturbed air scaled to the
the collidingwake 8.5 projectileradii from the trajectoryaxis projectile
volume
rp3becomes

(Figure 12b). Figure13a revealsthat theradiusof scouredsand
scaledto the projectileradiusgraduallyincreases
at low Mach
numbers(<6) but increases
abruptlyat highMachnumbers(M
> 14). This abruptincreasecould reflect the transitionfrom

(re/r•)
3= (pv2/p)(ALIr•)
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where AL is a characteristiclength overwhichdeceleration

subsonic
(pyro
2) to supersonic
(equation
(19))asindicated
in

occurs.Conservation
of massfrom the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations
revealsthatthe atmospheric
columnintercepted
and

Figure 13b.

compressedin front of the projectile requires that the

